Temporal-kernel recurrent neural networks.
A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a powerful connectionist model that can be applied to many challenging sequential problems, including problems that naturally arise in language and speech. However, RNNs are extremely hard to train on problems that have long-term dependencies, where it is necessary to remember events for many timesteps before using them to make a prediction. In this paper we consider the problem of training RNNs to predict sequences that exhibit significant long-term dependencies, focusing on a serial recall task where the RNN needs to remember a sequence of characters for a large number of steps before reconstructing it. We introduce the Temporal-Kernel Recurrent Neural Network (TKRNN), which is a variant of the RNN that can cope with long-term dependencies much more easily than a standard RNN, and show that the TKRNN develops short-term memory that successfully solves the serial recall task by representing the input string with a stable state of its hidden units.